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Organ Needles for Embroidery
DBxK5
Standard

DBxK5 NY
Tapered Blade

DBxK5 Q1
4 needle machine

DBxK5 Z1
Good for Foam

DBxK23

This is the standard large eye embroidery needle. It's eye is aproximately 25%
larger than the eye of a DBx1 needle. It is available in Chrome, Cool-Sew (CS/LP)
and Titanium (PD) finish; in Sharp point, Ball point and SS or SD1 Leather points.
This is the tapered blade version of the DBxK5 needle. It is made with a continuous
taper from the shank to the eye. The tapered blade makes the needle more rigid for
less deflection. Ideal to avoid skipped stitches especially in tough material. A
thinner NY needle will have the rigidity of a thicker "standard" needle. It is available
in Chrome with a Sharp or a Ball Point.
This needle was made for the Janome MB4 and Melco EP4 machines. It has a long
extended groove, longer deeper scarf, NYtapered blade and a slim extra light ball point.
This is the needle that comes with the latest machines from Tajima. It has a side
scarf, long extended groove, longer deeper scarf and a slim extra light ball point. It
helps avoid skipped stitches and is great for embroidering with foam. It is available
in chrome or PD/titanium.

Fine Lettering

This is the large eye, embroidery version of the DBx1KN. It has a special slim point
for fine knits that starts to taper at the top of the eye not the bottom. This reduces
penetration resistance as well as stress and distortion of the fabric.

DBx7ST

This needle is designed specifically for metallic threads. It has a long rectangular eye.

Metallic
XXL Eye, Ball Point

DBx9ST

When the large eye of a DBxK5 is not large enough this needle has a two sizes larger
eye. The eye of a DBx9ST #9/65 is at least as large as the eye of a DBx1 #12/80.

SS Leather Point

An extra narrow wedge point for leather and other non-woven materials.

Extra narrow wedge

SD1 Leather Point

For tight stitch patterns on fine leather and other non-woven materials.

Round tri-tip

PD Perfect Durability PD/Perfect Durability (gold colored) needles are more resistant to wear. If you are
changing needles because the points are wearing down, the PD finish needles will
give you 3 to 5 times longer life.

Titanium

Organ Needle Company makes the largest variety of needles for embroidery
Diamond Needle stocks the largest selection.
You've got the need, we've got the needle!

